DOUBLE TROUBLE: TROUBLE IN VEGAS series

TROUBLE IN VEGAS ***A bride-to-be
is in Vegas with her sister and bridesmaid
to celebrate her upcoming wedding when
calamity, chaos and a hot guy named Josh,
sets her life on a different course!*** This
not to be missed romantic-comedy that will
win your heart. For lovers of contemporary
romance, humor, hot sexy fun give this
new series a try. A HOT NIGHT IN
VEGAS Career-driven Jennifer Martin
goes with her boss, Hunter Carson, to
Vegas for a convention with no thought to
romance, but once Cupid gets involved, all
bets are off. A Hot Night in Vegas is a
thrill ride of forbidden desire that hits the
winning hand of love.
FIVE STAR
REVIEWS-- TROUBLE IN VEGAS This
was a very cute, humorous, charming read.
Ms. Wilton gives a wonderful plot with an
easy to follow story which will keep you
laughing
and
thinking
OMG!
http://amzn.to/1TPNu2I The author does
keep a few things close to her chest and
keeps you guessing as she gives a
wonderful story of hope, love and
misunderstandings. Patrice Wilton has
outdone herself. Emotional turmoil and a
fantastic dramatic ending worthy of any
Hollywood romance. If you love to laugh
and love romance you will love this book!
A HOT NIGHT IN VEGAS This is a
wonderful story about two people who dont
want to fall for each other. A great match
that needed a little push and the thrills dont
stop once they get it! You will love this
book!
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